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Self-Disclosure is a the act of intentionally or willingly to reveal them selves, tell self information, provide self information, opinion, confidence, feeling, experience or even the problems guarded or kept secret to be revealed to the other in a they are so the other understand. Self-disclosure influences the rate of the effectiveness an activity communication especially interpersonal communication. Self-disclosure can be seen from the attitude as follows (1) act professional, (2) be objective, (3) understand yourself, (4) understanding people , (5) the attitude believe (6) apply the Self-disclosure in communication .

The problems in this research is whether factors demography of sex , ethnic , age ,marriage age , education levels and family income has influence on the rate of Self-disclosure in communication interpersonal spouses in the family. This research use method explanatory with quantitative approach. This research aims to find out the influence demography factors between self-disclosure at husband and wife in interpersonal communication in family. This research use analysis of simple regression linear for ratio data and chi square test for nominal data with significans 5%. The sampling technique used is the techniq sampling kuota with 96 subjects.

The results of this study indicate that : (1) Based on the result analysis of simple regression linear for demography factor like age, age marriage, education and income had significant influence that is 78.1% and 21.9% influence by other factors not examined in this study. (2) The result of chi square test for ethnic is 0,033, this result indicate that ethnic had influence self-discloser. (3) The result of chi square test for gender is 0,166, this result indicate that gender not had influence self-discloser.
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